Preliminaries
We use the general model of parallel computation suggested in [4, Section 3.3] (see also [5] and [2] ). We consider a tuple (P, X, {2_>}), where P is the set of programs (or agents, states, etc.), Z is the finite alphabet of actions, and for every/~ ~ ,? u {z}, --% is a binary relation on P; ~" is a special symbol called the unobservable action, 7" ~ ~,. For every w e (,~ u {¢})* the relation-% on P is defined in the usual way. For s ~*, the relation :~ on P is defined by: p ~p' iff there exists w e (Z w {~})* such that p-% p' and s is obtained from w by erasing all occurrences of ~. Intuitively, p ~ p' means that p transforms into p' by experiment s.
For every program p ~ P we define the following sets, see [1] :
trace(p) = {s ~ ~*IP ~ P' for some p' ~ P}, init(p) = trace(p) c~ Z = {a ~ ZIp ~P' for some p'}, fail(p) = {(s, X) [ s c X*, X _ X, and, for some p'~ P:
p ~ p' and X c~ init(p') = ~}. (ii) if q ~ q', then 3p" p ~ p' and p' R q'.
R is a bisimulation if R ~_ F(R). Since F is monotonic (with respect to ~_ ), it follows from [6] that there is a maximal bisimulation --~ with -~ =U {R]R is a bisimulation}.
(Note that the union of bisimulations is again a bisimulation.) It is easy to see that ~-is an equivalence relation on P.
(b) Observation k-equivalence (=k). For every k i> 0,--k is the equivalence relation on P, defined by ---0=PxP,
Moreover,
,o A {---klk/> 0} is observation ~o-equivalence. In [4] , ---,o is denoted = and called observation equivalence, but in [5] the bisimulation definition is used. Also, p Cf q iff fail(q)__q fail(p); i.e., p is 'less deterministic" than q [3, 1] . 11,,~ and so-~c-
tC___ --In fact, the following lemmais helpful in understanding the place of =r in the sequence. Lemma 1. For p, q ~ P, fail(q) c_ fail(p) /ff whenever q ~ q', then 3p' :p ~p' and init(p') ___ init(q').
Proof. (3) Consider (s, X) with X = ,~-init(q').
(~) Obvious. [] From this, =r--~ is immediate, and -----2 C_ -----f follows from the fact that, since
Results
We consider determinacy.
Definition. Let --be an equivalence relation on P. Program p e P is ---determinate iff whenever p ~ p' and p ~ p", then p'-p".
Determinacy -> (observation equivalence = trace equivalence)
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Thus we have observation determinacy (with --=-~), failure determinacy (with ---r), trace determinacy (with ---t), initial determinacy (with =init), etc. Perhaps this terminology is not completely appropriate. In fact, initial determinacy should perhaps be called failure determinacy, because it means that if p ~ p' and p ~ p", then p' and p" have the same refusal sets (X is a refusal set of p' iff Xninit(p')=O; clearly, p' and p" have the same refusal sets iff init(p')= init(p")).
Observation determinacy (in the =,,-sense) is discussed in [4, Chapter 10] but not defined as such; it is a consequence of the OCD property, defined on [4, p. 155], as can be seen from [4, p. 156, the first three lines together with Theorem 10.14]. Also on this page, Milner mentions that every program in the determinate subcalculus DCCS has the OCD property (and hence is =,o-determinate). Most of the examples in [4] can be expressed in DCCS.
Note that if = is equality, then determinacy is determinism, i.e., a program p is =-determinate ift p is deterministic. Thus every deterministic program is observation determinate, but not vice versa.
Our results are the following three.
(1) Observation determinacy and initial determinacy are the same (and hence ---determinacy is the same for equivalences (a)-(e)). Therefore, we just call this: determinacy.
(2) For determinate programs, observation equivalence and trace equivalence are the same (and hence all mentioned equivalences, except initial equivalence).
(3) Determinacy is preserved under failure equivalence (and hence under all mentioned equivalences, except trace and initial equivalence). Even, ifp is determinate and p ~ f q, then q is determinate and p -~ q.
In what follows we prove (1), (2), and (3). We note that fact (2) implies that all the logical equivalences discussed in [2] are the same as ---and =t for determinate programs (because, as shown in [2], they lie between -~o, and mr)-
The proof of (1) and (3) is based on the following lemma. have to show (B), i.e., R ~--~. We first show that R_ ~--t, i.e., if p'R q', then trace(p') =trace(q'). By symmetry, it suffices to show that: if r~trace(p'), then r e trace(q'). We argue by induction on the length of r. If r is empty, this is obvious (the empty string is in trace(p') for every p'). Now consider ra, with a ~ ~, and assume the implication for r. Assume that ra ~ trace(p'). Then there exist p" and p" such that p' ~p"~p".
Since retrace(p'), by induction also r~trace(q'), and so q' ~> q" for some q". Then clearly p" R q" (if p ~ p' and q ~ q', then p ~ p" and q ~ q"). Hence, by (A), init(p")=init(q"). Since a ~ init(p"), also a E init(q"), and so q" ~ q". Hence q' ~ q" ~ q'", which shows that ra ~ trace(q'). This proves that
We now prove that R is a bisimulation. By symmetry, we only have to show that if p' R q', then: if p' ~ p", then 3qf' : q' ~ q" and p" R q". Let p ~ p' and q ~ q'.
Since R _ c -=-t, P' -=-t q'. Now, if p' ~p", then 3q": q' ~ q". Moreover, p ~p" and q ~ q", and so p" R q". This shows that R is a bisimulation, and hence R _~ =.
[ ( "We finally note that we did not make use of the finiteness of ,Y, so all our considerations also hold for infinite ,Y. However, in [3] , fail(p) contains only (s, X) with finite X, even if ,Y is infinite. For the resulting alternative definition of =f and C: f our results still hold. In fact, then the only invalid statement is Lemma 1, but it is still true for determinate p, which is the case needed in the proof of (3). The details are left to the reader.
Conclusion
To prove p --~ q for programs p and q, it suffices to show p ~' -~-' t q if it is known that both p and q are determinate, and it suffices to show p ~-f q if it is only known that one of p and q is determinate (and it suffices to show (A) of Lemma 2 if it is not known that p and q are determinate).
